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CATALYTIC QUALIFICATIONS FOR URBAN REDEVELOPMENTMOBILITY HUBS AS URBAN REGENERATION ANCHORS
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ABSTRACT
The continuous growth of motorized vehicles and air pollution caused by them,
are among the major reasons in which strategies related to transportation and land uses
are being implemented enhancing the built environment. This paper introduces
approach leading catalytic effects for urban redevelopment through introducing
Mobility hubs. According to academic arguments regarding the relation between urban
form, built environment and travel patterns, the more urban development around
transit stations referred to as transit oriented development (TOD) is compact, the more
it contributes to sustainable metropolitan system. Mobility hubs are types of TOD
projects, which strive to create opportunities for development. The current research
examines the possible role of mobility hubs as anchors in urban regeneration strategies
aiming to formulate a model that evaluates hubs' effects on surrounding contexts‘
regeneration. This research is divided into two parts; the first examines the concept of
mobility hubs as catalysts to existing urban areas‘ regeneration, the dimensions and
elements responsible for the hubs' success as catalytic projects, the second investigates
case study for transit station and its context, in Alexandria city, Egypt. The analysis of
this case will be through designed model assessing the catalytic effect of the hub on its
immediate contexts of value.
KEYWORDS: Mobility hubs, urban catalyst, transit oriented development.
1.

INTRODUCTION
According to the ―WCED, 1987‖ [1], sustainable development means “a

development that meets the needs of present without compromising the ability of future
generation to meet their own needs”. Accordingly, cities represented in policy and
decision makers, urban designers, urban planners, stakeholders, etc. are always
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seeking sustainable urban redevelopments, through many urban movements such as
New Urbanism, smart growth and Transit-Oriented Development (TOD).
Peter Calthorpe was one of the pioneers who expanded the theory of ―the new
urbanism‖ to include a regional design scheme termed "transit-oriented development"
in which the new urban areas are connected to each other and to a larger metropolis by
public transportation. In this approach, transit and land-use integration is one of the
most promising means of shifting the trend of automobile-dependent sprawl and
placing cities in developing countries on a sustainable pathway [2].
A transportation hub is a gathering place for people to access local and regional
destinations as well as providing a place for people to get to local amenities and work
opportunities. It also serves a critical function in the regional transportation system as
the origin, destination, or transfer point for a significant portion of trips. They are
places of connectivity where different modes of transportation come together
seamlessly and where there is a great concentration of working, living, shopping and
playing [5]. The ideology of the transportation hubs has gained numerous terms over
the years to convey the idea of mobility hubs, such as ―transit village,‖ or ―transit
village hub‖. Away from the names, mobility hubs are claimed to have the opportunity
being catalysts for making the urban contexts vibrant and exciting places to live and
visit, so the study's main objective is to shed light on mobility hubs, their designing
principles and to formulate an evaluation model assessing TOD effect on existing
urban areas.
A model is designed based on literature review examining indicators and
dimensions that can assess catalytic effect of hubs on surrounding physical context and
related communities, the formulated model will be used in assessing and analyzing an
Egyptian case study in Alexandria providing a tool to understand hubs effect on
settings and how to successfully turn a hub into a catalyst for a regeneration strategy in
a context of value. The applied model will be filled through author's observation of
user's behavior and their response to the newly renovated hub, as well as data collected
from hub's immediate context showing the effect of the hub on the types of uses and
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activities that appeared in the context as a result to the increased pedestrian flow
created by the new hub.
2.

SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT DEFINITIONS & CONCEPTS
According to the report of the UN-Habitat in 2009 [6], cities around the world

had to face economic, social, and environmental challenges, as well as fast urban
changes, such as rapid population growth and social-spatial changes which all had
significant impacts on urban areas especially in the developing countries. A great
interest for the urban sustainability raised in regeneration strategies.
The sustainability concept appeared first in 1972 at the united nations
conference on the human environment in Stockholm [7]. And then the sustainable
urban development appeared, as a dynamic process aiming for achieving sustainable
conditions that address environmental, economic, social, and governmental
sustainability concerns [8]. A number of theories that can create and promote
sustainable urbanism, can be discussed When addressing the sustainability of the built
environment. Some of these theories are: New Urbanism (NU), Smart Growth, TOD
and Sustainable Urbanism [9]. This research is focusing on the transit oriented
development concept and how it can contribute in the sustainable urban development.
3.

TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

3.1 Basic Theory
Since the urban sprawl in the last decades has increased, researchers focused on
achieving planning theories which can solve urban problems like air pollution and
traffic congestion caused due to urban transportation strategies relying on private cars
and enhance the quality of life in new and old areas. They found that the alternative to
automobile dependency is not a total lack of private vehicles. Rather, it is a multimodal transport system often called TOD, in which the citizen has various transport
options to provide high degree of accessibility.
The researchers are dealing with the TOD concept as a planned design process
for a community which encourages compact, mixed use, pedestrian friendly
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environment where development spreads out within quarter to half mile distance of a
public transit station. It is a tool for achieving three main goals [10]:
1- Walkable streets
2- Building intensity and concentration
3- Integration of transit
The integration of transit and land use is one of the most important strategic
initiatives for more sustainable urban development [11]. At the macro level, cities that
are compact and have a rich mix of land use—as a result of the TOD—are highly
livable. There is no one universally accepted definition for the TOD, some define it
simply as a high-density area located within walking distance of a transit station and
others highlight the walkability factors as well as high-density and mixed-use aspects.
The concept of TOD was defined by some researchers as “moderate to higher
density development, located within an easy walk of a major transit stop, generally
with a mix of residential, employment and shopping opportunities designed for
pedestrians without excluding the auto” [12]. TOD analysts explained that in a
community served by the TOD, there would be potentials to provide residents with
improved quality of life and reduced household transportation expense and at the same
time, providing the region with stable mixed-income neighborhoods that in return
reduce environmental impacts and provide real alternatives to traffic congestion [13].
3.2 TOD Concept
The concept of the TOD was firstly introduced by the American scholars and
was closely related to the development of American cities. Before the 1930s, trams
and buses were the main urban transportation means in America. After the World War
II, urban transportation began to rely on cars due to the development of car industry,
and accordingly a series of urbanization problems have been caused as: low efficiency
of land use, traffic congestion, huge consumption of energy, air pollution. To solve
these problems, many scholars began to seek for new theories of city development
[14].
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Calthorpe has noted some concepts relating to the new urbanization problems
such as pedestrian pockets, traditional neighborhood developments and urban villages
[2] and he was the main person responsible for defining and initially implementing a

TOD [15]. TOD has 4 characteristics which are: relying on bus stops for mixed and
high-density land development, excellent environment for walking and public transit
and also taking bus stops as hubs [2]. In Calthorpe basic TOD structure, the typical
community consists of the following land-based functional parts: public transportation
station, core commercial, office/employment area, TOD residential area, secondary
area and public open space [16] as shown in Fig. 1. Every successful TOD community
must have a central business district close to the station and it should be related to
community‘s size, function and location. To keep the job and employment balanced in
the area.

Fig. 1. Neighborhood-scale TOD site design, with mixed-use
development within a walk shed of a public transport stop [2].
3.3 TOD Performance Criteria
Some performance criteria were proposed that can be used to evaluate any TOD
outcomes and function that should look beyond creating compact physical form at
station level [3].
1- Location efficiency
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It requires for any neighborhood to have an efficient location's some features as
providing high-quality transit, a mix of uses, and pedestrian-friendly design. We can't
rely only on the proximity to transit as it is only one variable determining the location
efficiency of a neighborhood. There are other factors that determine the location
efficiency as the residential density, transit frequency and quality, access to
community amenities, and a good quality pedestrian environment and these can be
summarized in: Density which indicates the sufficient customers within walking
distance of the transit stop, Transit accessibility which indicates the transit stations and
stops that are centrally located within the TOD and Walkability which indicates the
network of streets within the transit district that is interconnected to the pedestrians.
2- Livability
TOD would contribute directly to improvements in livability and it can be
measured by: improved air quality, increased mobility choices, decreased congestion
and improved access to services.
3-Financial Return
The financial return can be presented by different means such as: higher tax
revenues from increased retail sales and property values, higher return on investment
encouraged by the TOD developing projects, shorter predictable commute times and
easier employee access.
4. Choice
It can be measured by how much prosperity of choosing TOD can provide to
residents and this prosperity can be formalized as: diversity of housing types, range of
affordable housing options, diversity of retail types and balance of transportation
choices.
When a TOD is created in an existing context with high densities and mixed
uses, it should verify all previous criteria to achieve a successful impact that can help
catalyzing regeneration process in designated settings.
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4.

MOBILITY HUBS

4.1 Mobility Hubs as Catalytic Projects
The mobility hubs are more than just stations. They are places of connectivity
where different modes of transportation (walking, riding, transit) come together and
where there is an intensive concentration of working, living, shopping and playing [5].
A lot of scholars tried to figure out the key elements for a successful mobility hub that
defines how a mobility hub can satisfy users and start to be a catalytic project, they are
illustrated in Fig. 2.
The catalytic project is usually part of a wider program that includes local‘s
needs and comprehensive analysis of physical context to ensure that the project fits the
physical and spatial contexts it occupies and creates a successful catalytic action.

Fig. 2. The Key elements of a successful mobility hub [5].
4.2 Mobility Hubs in Relation with Context
To assess the catalytic effect of mobility hubs on surrounding settings and
related communities, many indicators and dimensions were examined in recent
researches. The following 4 ―P‘s‖ concept can assess success of transit communities
[17]:
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- People: the number of residents and workers in an area which has direct relation
with the reduction of auto trips.
- Places: areas with commercial urban amenities such as restaurants, grocers, and
specialty retail can allow residents to complete daily activities on foot without using
the private cars, they also increase the residential land values that in return improve
the likelihood of higher density development.
- Physical Form: small block sizes promote more compact development and
walkability.
- Performance: high quality, frequent transit service makes public transportation a
more reliable means of getting around and can be correlated to less driving.
It could be stated that the critical contextual considerations are morphological,
perceptual, social, environmental and functional factors according to the previous
analysis. Hence to create a comprehensive understanding, it would be practical to rely
on Carmona‘s urban design dimensions' for evaluating the mobility's hub performance.
1- Morphological Dimension
The Mobility Hub is considered to be a place that includes a series of
interconnected vibrant spaces filled with activities throughout all times of the day and
is linked with different transportation modes and also is integrated in the built fabric of
the surrounding area. Accordingly, an understanding of how the hub and the adjacent
area fit well in the context is needed and it was helped through the analysis that often
express features of the context (built fabric/environment) along five core factors or the
‗5 Ds‘: density, diversity, design, destination accessibility and distance to transit [18].
2- Social & Perceptual Dimension
There is a relation between the catalytic projects and their contexts; the contexts
shape them and in turn they shape their contexts. This is also true in terms of the social
stage. Social dimension actually influences the relation between people and urban
settings. At the social scale, the influence of age has been documented in lots of
researches. For example, in Germany, it was showed that people aged 65 years and
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older, make less trips per year and are less mobile and that they as result need a
particular quality in the transport system as higher accessibility and more userfriendliness [19].
On the other hand, perceptual dimension deals with one‘s awareness and
appreciation of place, it embraces the images, experiences and meanings that people
attach to the built environment. A catalyst needs to be perceived by its users and the
catalytic project should have enough imageability to become engrained in one‘s
cognitive map of the city, district, and neighborhood.
3- Functional & Environmental Dimensions
A functional space is the space which is able to serve the needs of the users.
There are some needs that people seek to find in any urban public space such as
comfort, relaxation, passive engagement, active engagement, and discovery [20].
Accordingly, catalytic projects need to respond to these basic needs that people seek
and by responding; a catalyst can then offer variety of uses and have a higher
possibility to generate activity that will strength the vitality of the project and the
surrounding area [17].
On the other hand, mobility hubs can serve the context environmental as it
helps in reducing the gas emission through using the green transportation and
encouraging the public transportation, it helps in raising the air quality by decreasing
the number of the passengers' cars.
5.

DEVELOPING AN EVALUATIVE MODEL
The previous literature reviews of mobility hubs in relation to surrounding

contexts provides an insight into the conception and potentials of considering hubs as
catalytic pivots, and the means of enhancing their effect on settings and related
communities.
The paper suggests a tool to evaluate and analyze the catalytic effect of the
mobility hubs' projects on their surroundings. It deals with principles gained from the
interrelated field of practice and from theories and combine these factors in one model
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appeared in Table 1 that can help professionals and decision makers assessing the
catalytic effect of the mobility hubs on existing settings. The proposed approach tries
to mix between the technical principles of transportation in one side and the
contribution of urban design dimensions.
6.

SIDI GABER STATION, ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT
This part will examine an Egyptian case in Alexandria and assess the catalytic

effect of the chosen hub on its surroundings by applying the previous model.
Understanding a transit hub and its surrounding contexts requires collecting
data to analyze and classify it and the analysis of the case in shown in Table 2. The
following entries were chosen to examine Sidi Gaber case study:
1- Descriptive introductory about the project.
2- Context's history, main urban and architectural features.
3- The transit station and strategic redevelopment plans.
4- The key actors.
5- Assessing the project's impact on the surroundings.
6.1 Descriptive Introductory About the Project
It is an urban regeneration project in Alexandria. It is a major transport hub for
the city. It is located in Sidi Gaber district to the center of Alexandria. It connects Cairo
and Alexandria together. The redevelopment is executed and inaugurated in 2014 and
involved redeveloping of the station's historic building as well as a new construction.
The project included the construction of a huge mall comprising two stories and a multilevel garage encompassing 850 cars, an aerial view of the project is shown in Fig. 3 a, b
shows the station's surroundings including: main streets, pedestrian escalator, parking
station and surrounding shopping malls.
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Table 1: Model Assessing the catalytic Effect of Mobility Hubs on surrounding contexts, author.
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Sidi Gaber station
Shopping mall

Tram line

Ahmed Ismail street

b

Fig. 3a. An aerial view of Sidi Gaber
Station and the surrounding area [22].

Fig. 3b. The surrounding main
streets, Google earth program.

6.2 Context's History, Main Urban and Architectural Features
The station is one of the oldest in Egypt, it has been serving the eastern regions
of the city even before the great transformation done to the area and made it a major
urban districts [22]. Sidi Gaber Station included the first railway lines constructed
outside Europe and the second in the world. In 1850, "Khedive Abass" signed with the
British designer "Robert Stifnson" to construct a railway connecting Cairo and
Alexandria together. The famous train station building which was built in 1948 has a
special architectural importance due to its special style. The station is always
distinguished with the famous clock tower as shown in Fig. 4, and the major map in
front of it showing the main streets of the city of Alexandria along with the most
important touristic attractions [23].
6.3 The Train Station and Strategic Redevelopment Plans
In 2009, the ministry of transportation with the Egyptian national railways
launched a project aiming at developing and expanding the train station with ambitious
intention to turn old parts of the station into a railway museum, and include space for
commerce in the newer parts. The development firstly included the renovation of the
station's building itself as it is a sensitive quality building which brings a symbol of
expression on the area more than just a service relying, the designer then tried to link
between the old building with its unique character and modern style in architecture
[22] as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. The historical clock tower [22].

Fig. 5. The use of modern styles [22].

Also the development included the construction of a two stories shopping mall
as well as a multi-level garage with 850 parking spaces. The project aimed at resolving
the traffic problems, improving the visual quality, creating safety walkable areas,
improving the connection between Smoha district and Sidi Gaber district, linking Sidi
Gaber to coast to the station, improving infrastructure and increasing parking facilities
[23].
The Ministry of Transportation and the Egyptian National Railways Station
Company offered a tender for a potential operator who will be responsible for the
property and facility management for the Shopping Mall, train station building and
garage building.
6.4 The Key Actors
The government implemented the project and started preparing for the bid.
Then Madar Project management company along with Coldwell Bankers finalized
their efforts for preparing the bid process of Sidi Gaber Station New Mall [23]. The
mall now is witnessing a huge problem in opening due to the problems found between
the client (Egyptian railways organization) and the company which implemented the
project. The mall opened in 2012, then it remained closed till July 2014 then it was
opened again in September 2014 and closed till now.
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6.5 Assessment of the Project's Impact on the Surroundings
The construction of the new building besides the changes and renovations made
to the station itself caused changes in the population densities. The flow of people
coming to the station in addition to those visiting the new shopping mall increased and
caused a chaotic traffic. Walkable areas and paths may be a solution but this wasn't in
the developing plans which made pedestrians pass through the fences to reach the
station and the mall as well.
At the same time, the project affects the area positively. It offers means of
support to the station's users as the renovation includes escalators, and shops which
entertain them while waiting for their trains. Also the parking building offers spaces
for vehicles which solve one of the huge problems in the area. But unfortunately didn't
enhance the collaboration between the required interest of the key actors, as the
absence of the collaboration between the key actors and the stakeholders was one of
the main reasons behind the lateness of the success resulting from the government's
bureaucracy and this is obvious in operating the mall.
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frequency

commute and
shop modes

Frequency of
public transit
use

Between
government &
N.G.O

Bet.
government
& investors

High value
of the units

international
organization
funds

Highly
medium
income level

shifted
economic
base

Huge
passengers
load

Only in rush
hours

Not applicable

Motorcycle
and taxi

Low
frequency

Medium
passengers
load

Fair
passenger
load

Easy
traffic

Done
before and
planning
for more
long term
planning
rush hours,
decongest
suggestions

Walk and
bicycle

High
frequency

Total
collaborati
on
between
actors

Expensive
value of
the units

National
governmen
t
investment
& private
ones

highmedium
income
level

Large
scale
investment

Public
transport

Medium
frequency

Environmental & Functional Dimension

No
collaboration

Medium value
of the units

Low value of
the units

Housing units'
values
Collaboration
between key
actors

Resident
donation

Highly
medium
income level

National
governmental
only

Highly low
income level

Local
community
income level

Need to
provide
opportunities

Types of
investors and
funds
available

Need to attract
new customer

Area
Economic
conditions

Administrative & Economical Dimension
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Function

Walkability

Diversity
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Residential
uses with
fair
commercial
activities
and no
parks

Residential
uses with
poor
commercial
and
entertaining
activities

Evaluation
is taken only
after the
project

Evaluation
is not being
taken at any
stage

Evaluation of
the project

Evaluation
is taken
before and
in project

Evaluation is
being taken
before, in and
after project

Diversity in
age, slightly
diverse in
income

Small
number of
retails with
no cafes
No
heritage
buildings
are found

Not
welcoming
at all

Diversity
in age with
common
income
level

Active street
front that
supports local
retails pride
Number of
heritage
buildings
preserved

Community
support for
further
development

Residential
diversity in age,
education,
income level

Less than
25% has
interest in

Not found
at all in the
area

Street scape
detailing as
vegetation,
materials and
street trees

No heritage
buildings
are
preserved

are found
with retails
of basic
needs

` Cafes only

Poor street
scape
detailing

Moderate
level of
diversity

Less than
50% has
interest in

Conservatio
n programs
are found

Cafes and
some retails

Poor street
scape
detailing but
working on
enhancing

Medium
percentage,
planning for
more

Small
percentage
with poor
quality

Not found
at all in the
area

Few number
found within
the area

Very good
condition

High ratings

Only one
found within
the area

Percentage of
parks and open
areas

Good
condition

Not found
at all in the
area

Bad
Condition

Condition of
pedestrian paths

Medium
ratings

Number of
neighborhood
institutions
(clubs….)

Low
ratings

Pedestrian use
ratings
according to
walking within
1/4 mile

Social & Perceptual Dimension

Place making (Livability, Belonging)

Systematic
application
process

Medium level
between
policymakers
and
stakeholders

Medium
bureaucracy
levels from
the
policymaker

Medium
tolerance
level
between the
policymake
r & investor

High
bureaucracy
levels from
the
policymaker

Any
policymakers'
concerns are
taken into
account

Policymaker
s, transport
associations
concerns

Only
policymaker
s' concerns
are taken

Community
partic. in
planning and
impl.

all related
disciplines in
planning &
implementation

High level of
mixing between
residential and
commercial
uses

High
percentage of
good quality

No collisions
can be verified

Sheds are
available

Policymake
rs, investor,
transport
association

Community
partic. only
in planning
level

Only ques.
being asked
in planning
level

No
community
participation
is found

Community
participation

Stakeholders'
concerns

all related
disciplines
in planning
level only

Studies in
some
disciplines
in planning
level only

Very few &
insufficient
studies in
planning
level

Political & planning Dimension

Residential
uses with
poor
commercial
and retails
activities

High
percentage
of medium
quality

Little
number of
sheds, but
to be
increasing
Lowmedium
pedestrian
collision
rates

. Found with
low quality
accessibility

High
pedestrian
collision
rates at road
segments

High
pedestrian
collision
rates at
inters.

accessibility
is not
considered

Little
number of
sheds

Sheds are
missing

Studies
undertaken
in the
planning
process

Mix level of
uses within
the TOD
area

Accessible
amenities
using
pedestrian
paths

Pedestrians'
safety

streets sheds
& pedestrian
facilities

Morphological Dimension

Table 2. Model Assessing the catalytic Effect of Sidi Gaber Hub on surrounding context, author.

High
diversity
yet strong
communit
y

Highly
accepted
by res.

High
upgrading
efforts for
heritage
buildings

Cafes,
events and
retails

Good and
attractive
street
scape
detailing

High
percentage
with good
quality

appropriat
e number
with good
quality

Excellent
condition

Very high
ratings
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7.

CONCLUSION
Analyzing Sidi Gaber case showed how the hub attracted more passengers to

the area though the mall shops are still 80% empty due to stakeholders‘ non
homogeneous visions. The hub also attracted many street vendors around the mall and
the station which increased the traffic problem. Due to the resulting traffic chaos low
quality shops were attracted to the mall which didn‘t attract further investments in the
area.
Model application on Sidi Gaber case study shows the building potential of
becoming a regeneration catalyst for the area, the building as a hub in a mixed use
dense context of value had the potential to create a pedestrian environment for local
communities, instead of accentuating the traffic chaos. The absence of collaboration
between stakeholders and each party sharing different visions and goals weakened the
hub‘s potential of becoming a catalyst for regeneration.
Generally, we can conclude that in order to achieve a project with positive
catalytic impacts on the surrounding context, there should be:
1- A well-organized cooperation and common vision between the policymakers,
decision makers, residents, planners and urban designers and investors reaching the
requested goals.
2- The strategy design process and pilot catalyst implementation should include a
dialogue between community, professionals, investors and decision makers, to
understand site challenges and ways to overcome them.
3- Effective solutions for bureaucracy and the government has to put a fast
implementation program reaching the main objectives of the project.
4- A complete study covering all related disciplines before and during the planning
process to avoid any conflicts and assure the good quality of the project.
5- An evaluation process in all project's stages through surveys including the residents
and users testing their opinions regarding the different aspects of the project to
guarantee a successful project.
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6- Catalytic projects which catalyze investments and affects people‘s life style, it may
upgrade surrounding contexts as well. Therefore, it empowers local communities
and enhances positive participation.
7- Building a flexible system that allows efficient cooperation between stakeholders
and that can accept change according to pilot project success which is essential to
guarantee a successful regeneration process.
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مؤهالت المشروعات التحفيزية إلعادة التنمية العمرانية
مراكز الحركة كمرتكزات إلعادة اإلحياء العمرانى

يتن ااالبحث ح ا ا حثإلحي اااعحث ن ث ا اىح ل ن ااا قحث قائ اااتحاثقحث قي ااتحلعيميا ااتحثإلمت ااا حملاااىحث اااا ح

ث ن ث يتحث ستدثمتحفىحإما ةحتطهي حتلكحث نا قححي حيناقشحممههمحث تن يتحث هجهتحبهسائلحث نقالحلث تاىح
تندحإحدىحألجهحث تن يتحث ستدثمتحلمحال تحث هصهبحإ ىحتصهرح حلمقت حح كيميتحتقييمحأ ثعحث حطاقحبهاد ح

ثعثقحلث نظ يااقح
ح
إما ةحإحياعحث ن ثنححه هاح تكهنح هثةحلمحمزح لتطهي حلإ تهىحث ح حبجدلبحخ جحمنحث قا
ااريعحفاىحإماا ةحتطا حهي حلإحيااعحث ناا قحث قائ اتحاثقح

لنديدحمنحث احثينحمحاال حتقيايمحمادىح جااححتلاكحث

ث قي تحمنح يقحأ هيتحث تقابححلث ح عت.ح
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